Looking and observing the natural world through the lens of the human built world is a
reoccurring theme in my work. A large portion of this essay was written while flying over an
area in west Texas, USA referred to as the Permian Basin. The town of Marfa was my ultimate destination but more on that later. I alternated between capturing images of the earth
below me through the Plexiglas porthole and looking at the glass screen of my laptop. I
considered the materials, colours, shapes, scale and time of the scene below me. Both
portals through which I was focused are constructed from human made materials - their
basic elements derived from natural substances such as oil and silica. Tough and durable
they will not break down easily for some time, they will most likely outlast my body.
Entropy assures us that everything is breaking down or exists in a subtle state of decay. It is
a seemingly invisible process in perpetual motion that affects dense materials, our bodies
and the cardboard you are holding onto right now. All things are in a constant state of motion or flux; under the influence of forces beyond human understanding – nothing remains
static. The Permian Basin below me was once a shallow sea where rivers converged, nutrient rich bio runoff collected and was compressed over time. The area is named after the
Permian Era where at its conclusion some 250 million years ago, the majority of terrestrial
and aquatic species had been rendered extinct.
The Permian extinction is the largest of five mass extinctions the earth is believed to have
endured - one that is thought to have been caused by the eruption of a super volcano in
modern Siberia that lasted for (give or take) one million years. The land warmed, oxygen
depleted and the oceans slowed down becoming stagnate. The waters became a thick,
grey-black sludge of deceased plants and animals. This sludge is now the reason the
Permian Basin is a rich source of oil and natural gas.
Periodically I glanced down from my macro-scale vantage point observing a vast flat area
with myriads of marks made by humans – straight lines, curved lines, square shapes,
round shapes, irregular shapes, pools of shiny black oil, pools of luminous turquoise liquid,
earthen colours among other interventions. Humans have beautifully marked kilometres of
this ancient aquatic realm in an effort to extract these valuable resources for our mass consumption – resources ultimately to be transformed into energy, useful materials, expelled
gases or disposable objects.
Evidence of human activity is all around. There are few places left on this planet where we
have not left a mark. Be it our mega city structures that dominate skylines like mountain
ranges and sprawl across the landscape. Or the accumulative plastic islands twice the size
of Texas (similar in size to NSW) now forming in our ocean’s gyres. Scientists are hard at
work studying rock strata, ice sheets, the atmosphere, animals and even humans for evidence of human impact on our environments. Much consistent evidence has emerged that
there is now a wide perception by some scientists that we have entered a new geological
epoch – The Anthropocene or ‘Human New’.
Previous epochs have been defined by evidence of ice age and greenhouse environments
– this time round it is humans that have formed the new environment or new life form
referred to as ‘urban humanity’ (Simon Dalby, 2011). In the last 250 years of industrialisation we have progressed quickly, advancing our numerous technologies, communication
capabilities, viewing capabilities, land development capabilities and our population. Our
geo-engineering innovations have ‘allowed us to become a phenomenal global force that

moves more sediment and rock annually than all natural processes such as erosion and river
actions’ (www.anthropocene.info/en/home).
This is the point of departure for Coverage. It attempts to visually explore ideas of the materiality of the Anthropocene - new structures, new forms and new surfaces entering the earth’s
strata. The glass objects covering the surface of the gallery floor are made up of fragments
of broken vessels of consumption. The discarded glass was sourced from my immediate urban environment. The shattered fragments then fused into single objects that more resemble
rock. Here it is human waste material that has spread to occupy vast areas as early humans
did when they emerged from the savanna corridors of Africa to cover the planet. An increase
in global population has lead to mass consumption and a subsequent accumulation of waste
material that now exists as landscape itself.
Along with scientists, artists are also observing humans and our environment. Coverage is
informed by Maya Lin’s topographical sculptures, landscape interventions and the abstract
vantage points she offers the viewer. Her compression of scale and time into architectural and
sculptural forms speak directly to my own interests. Antony Gormley’s thoughts on human
sprawl, populous cities and the end of all wildernesses also inform this work. Although my work
is largely non-figurative, it converses with Gormley’s spiritual angle of the human core existing
within the external field / environment. On several occasions during my time in Texas I encountered for the first time, Land Artist Richard Long’s walking inspired stone circle sculptures of
the 60s and 70s.
Back to Marfa…sometime in the 1970s, artist Donald Judd periodically called this small town
in west Texas home. In the extreme temperatures of the Chihuahuan desert, he left a selected
legacy there of his work and that of his peers such as Dan Flavin. During one of the tours there,
my guide Eugene revealed a most amazing observation to me – since their installation some
thirty years ago, some of Judd’s, 100 untitled works in mill aluminium (1982-86) are slowly
moving across the concrete floor. Their fate is yet unknown as there were instructions left by
Judd for them to remain permanently installed. Judd was interested in Buddhist teachings of
impermanence and ephemerality indicated by books in his personal library – unfortunately he
died (1994) before seeing these forces in action upon his work. Nothing remains static.
All things are in a seemingly invisible state of flux or movement. Within this fluid state of being
I offer two possibilities for the next 250 years of human existence: one is perhaps a dramatic
mass extinction by our own hand – our legacy left within the rock strata. The other is the
achievement of a state of equilibrium with our surroundings assisted by new technologies that
maintain our quality of living and facilitate biodiversity within our growing cities.
Ben Taranto.
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